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Abstract. In a theory where the local observables are determined by local field
algebras as the fixed points under a (a priori noncommutative) group of gauge
transformations of the first kind, we show that, if the field algebras possess
intermediate type I factors, we can construct observables having the meaning
of local charge measurements, and local current algebras in the field algebras.

1. Introduction

In this paper we deal with the problem of proving, in a local quantum theory, the
existence of observables associated to a given compact region in space-time which
measure the superselection quantum numbers ("charges") contained in a smaller
region. In [1] this problem was studied for a theory obeying two kinds of
restrictions. Firstly, the charges should produce no long range correlations, i.e. the
superselection structure should correspond to the "states of interest" of the theory
studied in [2]. Second there should be no parastatistics in addition to these, there
were other restrictions made there, which however correspond to properties one
would expect to hold in physically meaningful models.

In the discussion of [1], to which we refer for the motivations, the problem was
formulated in terms of structural properties of the algebras of observable
quantities alone. Here we remove the second type of restrictions, i.e. we deal with
local quantum theories with a compact group of internal symmetry (the group of
gauge transformations of the first kind) which is possibly nonabelian. This case
differs from case [1] in two respects. First, in the presence of parastatistics, there is
no theorem of existence and uniqueness of a field algebra obeying normal
commutation relations associated to the net of local observables (see, however,
[2,3]). Second, the densities for the generators of the gauge transformations, which
are the ultimate unknown of our problem, are not gauge invariant, i.e. cannot be
observables. Therefore we limit ourselves to the case where the net of local
algebras of field operators is given as the primary object.
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Namely, we assume that there is a correspondence

between double cones in Minkowski space and von Neumann algebras on a fixed
Hubert space 3f, and a unitary continuous representation % of a compact group
<S on tf so that

#e^, 0^, (1.2)

where $* denotes the set of all double cones in Minkowski space. Then 5(0) is
interpreted as the algebra generated by the field operators localized in 0 and the
automorphisms ocg induced by <%(g) on each 5(0), #e^, as the gauge automor-
phisms. The subalgebra 91(0) of the gauge invariant elements in 5(0) is the algebra
of observables localized in 0.

For each pair 01? 02e Jf such that Θl C02 in the sense that Θ1 is contained in
the interior of 02, we want to find a unitary continuous representation f^ of ̂  on
Jf, such that

TT e 8r(02) , 1T P*7 1 - α,(n FE 5(0J , (1.3)

If 0 is abelian (1.4) reduces to the condition ̂ e2ϊ(02) as in [1]. We will show that
under the Assumptions (i)-(iii) below this problem has a solution. It follows that
the center j/ of the von Neumann algebra generated by the representation i^
belongs to the relative commutant 9ί(01)

/n9ί(02) and provides an algebra of
commuting observables whose simultaneous measurement determines, in the sense
discussed in [1], the superselection quantum numbers in 0X by an observation
performed in 02.

In the case where ^ is a Lie group, the generators of the representation Ί^
provide a "local current algebra" [see Eqs. (2.9)] we briefly discuss the relation of
this structure to the current algebra hypothesis in particle physics.

We will need only a few of the assumptions characteristic of field theory [a
central role is played instead by the technical assumption (iii) below], namely:

(i) If 0^02,5(^)05(02); 01?02eJΓ.
(ii) There is a unit vector Oe^f invariant under %\

Φ(0)β = Ω, ge%, (1.5)

which is cyclic and separating for each 5(0), 06 JΓ and, if (91 C02, 0p 02e Jf , also
for 5(0^05(02).

(iii) For each pair of double cones such that 0^0^ there exists a type I factor
VI such that

. (1.6)
Assumption (iii) is a property conjectured by Borchers and proved by

Buchholz for the free field [4] we refer to the comments in [1] and to the earlier
literature [5, 6].

Assumption (ii) needs some comment. The state ω0 induced by Ω on the
algebra of observables is the vacuum state. A well known consequence of the
Reeh-Schlieder theorem in quantum field theory is that the vacuum is cyclic and
separating for each 5(̂ ) Our further assumption that Ω is also cyclic for
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> ^1^2' can be checked for theories having the more detailed
structure described in [1] and obeying normal commutation relations. In this case
we can apply the discussion of [1] to the model where the Bose field operators are
taken to be the observables and ̂  = {e, /z0}, h^ = β, with αΛo(F) = ± F iff F is a Bose
respectively Fermi field operator. By [1, Proposition 3.3], for each pair $1? (92<
Θ1€Φ2, there is a unitary Bose operator £/eg($2) such that

^αJF), Feg(0ι). (1.7)

With $0eJf, β0cΘ'1r^Θ29 define the locally twisted algebra gu(00) by

S^oHS + W+^S-^o),

S±(^o) = i(id±aJ(8r(^o))-

By (1.7) and (1.8) and by normalcy of the commutation properties at spacelike
distances we have

and by (1.8) t5u(00) is cyclic on the vacuum Ω.
Therefore in the case of normal commutation relations the usual assumptions

of field theory together with assumption (iii) imply (ii).
Note that locality or local commutativity of observables with fields do not

appear explicitly among our assumptions, aside for the motivations for (ii)
discussed above. Assumption (iii) plays a central role instead, and it would be quite
desirable to know whether it follows from more general properties which might be
expected to hold in nontrivial theories.

It is an important open problem how the present formalism should be modified
in order to be appropriate for more general theories, with topological charges
which are possibly not strictly localizable [3], or for a nonco variant description of
the charged sectors in gauge theories, QED in particular.

The results in this note depend upon some general consequence of the structure
of a pair of von Neumann algebras expressed by Assumptions (i)-(iii) this
structure will be studied in more detail in [7] and is analyzed in Sect. 3 only in its
aspects basic to our present applications to field theory. An important fact in this
connection is the existence of a canonical choice of the type I factor in
Assumption (iii), Eq. (1.7). If a local quantum theory fulfills the analog for the net
of observables of Assumption (iii), we can describe it in terms of "semilocal nets" of
type I factors (see Sect. 4), although the local algebras of observables are never
expected to be type I.

2. Local Charges and Current Algebra

We will denote by ω0(F) = (Ω, FΩ) for any Fe 33(Jf ) the vector state induced by ί2,
and by ωξ the vector state of S(jf ) induced by ξe ffl . By our Assumptions (i)-(iii),
Sect. 1, if 0 l 50 2eJf, tf^C^, there is a vector ξ<E^F which induces a product state
on S($ι) V<5(02)'> and more specifically

} ω0(F2), F,
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The key point for the discussion in this section is that the vector ξ can be
chosen to be cyclic for S($ι) V 8^2)' M and, as will be shown in the next section,
(Lemma 3.3), such that

(2.2)

By Assumption (iii), Sect. 1, we can define an action α1 of ̂  by automorphisms
of g(flgVδ(02)' by setting

^(F,F2) = x^FJFt F1 e ftΘJ, F2 e %((92}' . (2.3)

By (2.1) cθς is (^-invariant and since ξ is a cyclic vector we can define a
continuous unitary representation if of 'S by setting

. (2.4)

Then by (2.3) Vg induces ag on g^) and commutes with %(&2)', i.e. τ^
moreover, by Eq. (2.2) we have for each Fe^((9ί)V'ζ(Θ2)', h,

hence

(2.5)

Denoting by £% the von Neumann algebra generated by i^g, #e^, and by
^ = &r\& its center, we have from (2.5) that ocg(B) = i^gBi^~1 for each Be&,
hence j/C^^)'; since &C$((92\ ^C5($2)

n^(^)' = ̂ (^2); since ̂  induces ag

on 5(^ιλ ^ commutes with 21(0 J and j/c2l(0J'n2l(02); as in [1] the
observables in stf can be interpreted as local measurements of the superselection
quantum numbers.

We proved the following:

2.1. Theorem. Under the Assumptions (i)-(iϋ) there is a continuous unitary
covariant local implementation of the gauge automorphisms in the sense of Eqs. (1.3)
and (1.4).

A case which is important in elementary particle physics is when ^ is a Lie
group. Let ̂ 0 be the simply connected covering of the connected component ^0 of
the identity in ,̂ σ the canonical homomorphism of ^0 into ,̂ and 3? the Lie
algebra of ̂ . Denote by [u,υ], U,VE^ the Lie product and by uE^-^g(u)E^ the
automorphism of ££ determined by #e^0; ueJ2? acts on each $(&) as an
unbounded derivation δu such that expU<5M = αexpίλM.

The infinitesimal generators of the representation of Theorem 2.1 provide a
"local current algebra" associated to the pair $15 (92 in the sense that:

1. there is a linear map ue^-^Ju, with JU

:=J^ affiliated to

3. [JH, F] = δu(F) FE $((9,1 uε£>; (2.6)

4- * ( J = J i
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More precisely, there should be a dense invariant common domain Q) of analytic
vectors for each Ju, ue& and a common core 5o(^iK5($i) f°r eacn <5U? weJSf,
leaving ̂  stable and 2.3 should hold for Fe50(^ι) and acting on vectors from $).

The local current algebras as defined by (2.6) are precisely the generators of
those continuous unitary representations i^ of ̂ 0 such that

(a)

(b) TTF-^-^a^f), 0e£0, FeSKP,); (2.7)

as follows from the general theory of Lie groups [8] (see appendix).
With i^g defined as in Eq. (2.4), note that i^Q induces automorphisms of the

relative commutant 5(^1)'ng(^2); denote by 0 the action of ̂ 0 on $(& J ^$((9 2)
defined by

2) .

It is immediate that every continuous unitary representation fr of ^0 on ffl
fulfilling (2.7) is given by

(2-8)

where Xg is a covariant continuous unitary 0-cocycle in 5(^1)
/π5(^2)' i e

h>^*> (2 9)

Therefore we have

2.2. Theorem. The local current algebras associated with the pair ( 9 1 € ( 9 2 ,
$1?$2eJf, in the sense of Eq.(2.6), are in one-to-one correspondence with the
covariant continuous unitary θ-cocydes in 5(^1)

/πg((^2) in the sense of Eq. (2.9).

We next compare the foregoing discussion with the usual current algebra
hypothesis of particle physics ([16] for further references and applications such as
the famous Adler-Weissberger and Cabibbo-Radicati sum rules, see e.g. [17]). It is
assumed there that to each element u in the Lie algebra 3? of ^ is associated a
Wightman vector field _/£, which is a conserved current1 whose μ = 0 component
is a density for the generator of the representation of the gauge group associated to u,
transforms covariantly under ^0 and fulfills the equal time commutation rules

[/u°(0, x)J°(0, y)] = iδ(x - y)4 B](0, x) . (2. 10)

The relations (2.10) are clearly formal. In the most favourable case we can
obtain (essentially) selfadjoint operators as the usual regularizations

Λ = ί J>, x)Λ« 0a(0 d3x dt , (2.1 1)

where the test function is the convolution

(2.12)

1 Of course we have in mind currents associated with the exact internal symmetries of strong
interactions
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of the product of the characteristic function of a sphere in space with the Dirac
measure at ί = 0, with a non-negative function in ,̂ h(x) = hl(\x\)gδ(t), with total
integral 1.

With an appropriate choice of the test functions we can fulfill Eq. (2.6) 1,3,4,
but it does not seem obvious how to satisfy point 2. For that purpose we would
need to remove the smoothing function h from (2.12); unfortunately Ju would be
then a bilinear form and not an operator, already in the case of the free fields.

The existence of "local current algebras" does not seem to be a trivial
consequence of the usual current algebra hypothesis. As the above discussion
shows, it relies rather on the possibility of perturbing each Ju in (2.11) with a term
affiliated to %((!) J n%(Θ 2) so that Eq. (2.6) holds.

Of course the converse problem would be of great interest : is it possible to
deduce from the existence of local current algebras for each pair Θ^Θ2, the
existence of Wightman fields 7 ,̂ weJδf, which are conserved currents locally
associated with the field algebras 3r(0), whose regularized time components fulfill
relations [(2.6), 1, 3, 4] [and possibly, in an appropriate limit, fulfill relations
(2.10)] ? It is clear that any progress on this problem is likely to require much more
structure than that used in this note.

In particular the assumption of relativistic covariance of the theory is bound to
be crucial. Here we limit ourselves to noticing that, under such an assumption, our
local current algebras have a property of relativistic covariance.

Assume that there is a strongly continuous unitary representation Le^-»$r(L)
of the covering group & of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group acting on ffl , such
that for each double cone Φe tf and each gauge transformation ge@ we have

(2.13)

Denote by i^^^^ the representation of ^ by unitaries in ^(&2) canonically
associated to the pair 0 l 5$2e Jf, O^G2, defined by Eq. (2.4).

Using Lemma 3.3, by an argument similar to the one leading to Eq. (2.5), it is
easily seen that for each pair ($1?02) and Le& we have

(2.14)

If ̂  is a Lie group, let J(®^&2} be the canonical current algebra associated to the
pair Θ19 Φ2, obtained as the generators of the representation i^(&1'&2)\^0. By
Eq. (2.14) we have, for each pair 01502, and Le^,

^(L}J(^&^(LΓl=J(^^L&2\ ue^e. (2.15)

2.3. Theorem. In a relativistic theory fulfilling (i)-(iii) and (2.13), the canonical
current algebras form a Poincare covariant family the Poincare covariant choices of
the local current algebras (Φv @2)^>J(®1>&2\ ue^, are in one-to-one correspondence
with the Poincare covariant choices (Gv @2)^>X(

g

&ί'&2} of gauge covariant, continuous

unitary θ-cocycles in 5(^ι)/nδ(^2)' ί e- fulfilling Eq. (2.9) and

(2.16)
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Proof. Immediate by the discussion above and Theorem 2.2. Π
The field theoretical analogs (2.11) would fulfill relation (2.15), e.g. with the

following choice. Let (&19&2) be double cones in the rest frame centered at the
origin and let fRg be a test function as in Eq. (2.12), such that the operators (2.11)
fulfill Eq. [(2.6)?1,3,4] for the pair Θ19(92; with Le^>, Lx = Λx + a9 xeIR4, let
ε = 4(1,0,0,0) and define

then Eqs. (2.15) and [(2.6), 1,3,4] are fulfilled for (L&19LΦ2)9

Possible extensions of the present analysis concern the problem of derivation of
sum rules (see e.g. [17]) from our local current algebras, and the problem of
extending our method to symmetries which do not leave each local algebra stable,
as e.g. the space time translations, or to models with supersymmetrίes.

3. Standard and Split Inclusions of von Neumann Algebras

Let 9lc23 be von Neumann algebras acting on a Hubert space ̂  and Ω a unit
vector in ffl .

3.1. Definition. {91, 23, Ω} is a standard inclusion acting on ffl and Ω is a standard
vector for 91, 95 if Ω is cyclic and separating for each of the algebras 91, 33, 9Γn95. A
standard inclusion is a triple {91, 95, ω}, where 9ίc23 are von Neumann algebras
and ω is a faithful normal state of 23 such that the GNS representation of {95, ω}
gives rise to a standard inclusion {πω(9I), πω(95), ξω} acting on jj?ω the latter will be
called the GNS representation of the standard inclusion {91, 95, ω}.

3.2. Definition. A standard inclusion {91, 95, ω} is split if there is a type I factor 9ϊί
such that

Standard and split inclusions are studied in detail in [7] here we will limit ourself
to discussing some basic facts for our application and to quote from [7] some
results relevant to Field Theory. Note that Assumptions (i)-(iii) of Sect. 1 can be
phrased by saying that if (9ί€&2 are double cones and ω0 is the vacuum state,
ίδί^iX 5(^2)' ωo) is a standard split inclusion.

Let {91, 95, ξ} be a standard split inclusion acting on ffl and denote by ω the
state of 23( f̂ ) induced by ξ. We can define a normal state φ on the Neumann
algebra Ή = 9ίV23' by setting

φ(AB) = ω(A)ω(B); 4e2I, BeW . (3.1)

Since ϊt is the commutant of 9Γn95, ξ is cyclic and separating for 9ϊ and each
normal state of SR is induced by a unique vector in the cone

^(JR) = J1/45R + ξ, (3.2)

(see [9-11]), where A is the modular operator of 9ϊ defined by ξ. Moreover, a
vector in the cone (3.2) is cyclic for 9ϊ iff it is separating for 9ί. Let η be the vector in
the cone (3.2) inducing on 9Ϊ the state φ of Eq. (3.1). Since {91, 23, ω} is split there is
an isomorphism of 9ΐ onto 9I(x)23/ carrying φ onto the state induced by the vector
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[6]. Since ξ is cyclic for 2Γ and 33, ξ®ξ is cyclic for 2Γ®23 and separating for
' = (2Γ®95)' [12], i.e. φ is faithful and η is cyclic and separating for $1.

3.3. Lemma. The vector η is covariantly associated to the triple {21, 93, ξ}.

Proof. Let {2I19 951? ̂ } be a standard inclusion acting on ̂  and ηίe^f1 the unit
vector associated to it by the above procedure. With U a unitary operator of Jήf
onto ̂  such that

£ = £ l 9 (3.3)

we have to show that
Uη = η^

Note that C/9H/-1 = 2IX V33; = 9^ and by (3.3) the vector Uη induces on 91 1 the
state φ1 defined by

ylJ5 = ω A ω β Ae3I £e33;,

Hence Lfy and /y 1 induce the same normal state on 91 1 and we have Uη = η1 if we
prove that Ifye^^). From the relations t/Jft/" 1 = 9^ and Uξ = ξ19 and from
the uniqueness of the modular operator we have that UA U~ 1 = A 1 is the modular
operator of 91 ί defined by ξ19 and C7^(9ί) = ̂ ι(9l1); therefore Uη = η1 as
desired. Π

With 2B. = {2li5 95., ωj, z = l,2, two standard inclusions of von Neumann
algebras, an isomorphism ρ of 2B1 on 2B2 is defined as an isomorphism ρ of 95 x

onto 232 such that ρ(9I1) = 9I2, ω2°ρ = ω1.

3.4. Theorem. For eαc/ϊ standard split inclusion of von Neumann algebras
2B = {2l,93,ω}, there is a canonical type I factor 91̂  such that StC^C^B; 91̂  is
covariantly associated to 2B, i.e. if ρ is an isomorphism o/2B1 on 2B2,

Proof. Let {2ί,93,£} be the GNS representation of 2B1 identifying 21 and 95 with
their images acting on 3tf. Let ηe$? be the vector associated to {21, 33, ξ} as in
Lemma 3.3, inducing the product state φ, Eq. (3.1), on 21 V S'. Let Eη be the cyclic
projection in S defined by η, i.e.

Eηje = WΪ. (3.6)

We define 91̂  as the von Neumann algebra generated by 21 and Eη; than
2Ie9taBc93 and 91̂  is a type I factor [4].

With ρ an isomorphisms of 2BX on ΪB2, 2B. = {2ϊί5 95ί,ω.} standard split
inclusions with GNS representations {2If, 95., £.} on ̂  we can define a unitary
operator of Jf^ on ̂ 2 by

(3.7)

By Eq. (3.7) we have C/S^IT1 = 3I2, t/S^"1-®^ C/^ =ξ2. With f/.e^ the
vector associated as above to the triple {2If, Sί5 ξj, i= 1, 2, we have by Lemma 3.3

Uη,=η2. (3.8)
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Since U^B/

1U~1=^B2 by (3.6) and (3.7) we have VEηϋ~l=Eη2 and

As a consequence of Theorem 3.4, if 2B = {21,23, ω} is a standard split inclusion
and AutϊBc Aut23 is the group of automorphisms of 2B, then 91̂  is globally
invariant under Aut2B. As shown in [7], it follows that AutϊB is a compact
metrizable group with the topology of strong convergence on the predual of 23.
Moreover, in the unitary representation of Aut2B induced by ω, each finite
dimensional representation of AutϊB appears and has infinite multiplicity.

4. Semilocal Nets of Type I Factors

Let Θe Jf -*2l($) be the net of algebras of local observables acting on the vacuum
Hubert space J 0̂ of a local quantum theory fulfilling additivity, relativistic
invariance, spectrum condition and duality. If (91€(92, $1502eJf, by the Reeh-
Schlieder theorem the vacuum state vector Ω is cyclic and separating for 21(6 )̂,
2I(02), and 2I($1)'n2I($2), i.e. {21 )̂, 2ί($2), ω0} is a standard inclusion that we
assume here is also split.

Let /CJf x Jf be the set of pairs w = (0w,0w) of double cones such that
0wC$w; we will write w^w^ if $W 1C$W 2, w : ~w 2 if ^W lC^2, and
Lw = (L&w, L(9W) with L a Poincare transformation.

Denote by ^0 the unitary continuous representation implementing the
Poincare transformations on 51.

To each we/ we associate the canonical type I factor $lw determined by the
standard split inclusion {21(0 J, 2l(0J, ω0}.

4.1. Theorem. The net 9iw, we/ fulfills the following properties:

3.

4. {

5 . l π l n π

Proo/ All properties are trivial consequences of the definition and of Theorem 3.4,
or of the relation

α(09=Π{9Ί,>e/,0C0w}, C^eJf, (4.1)

which follows from the remark that, by duality,

21(0) =

A net ?lw, we/ of type I factors acting on a Hubert space J>f0 will be called a
semilocal net if it fulfills 1 and 2 in Theorem 4.1 and we will call properties 3-5
respectively relativistic invariance, duality, additivity of the semilocal net.
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4.2. Theorem. Given a semilocal net of type I factors 9lw, we/ we can associate to it
a local net 91(0), 0e JΓ fey Eg. (4.1) which will fulfill relativistic invariance, additivity
or duality if the semilocal net does.

Proof. Immediate. Q
The semilocal net defined in Theorem 4.1 may be called the canonical one and

it may be easily seen that there are other semilocal nets which give back the
original net by Eq. (4.1) it suffices to define 9JΪW = 9ΐ/(w) with /: /->/ covariant and
such that 0W C 0/(w) C 0/(w) C 0W, we I. The canonical semilocal net can play a role
in structural questions concerning the algebra of quasilocal observables. One such
question is whether there is a natural choice of a separable C*-algebra 23 dense in
91 in the topology of each locally normal representation, or ^-dense in the sense of
[1] (see also [13]). Under our present assumptions it is possible to construct the
C*-algebra S by using the ideal of compact operators in 9lw for a dense sequence
of w's and regularizing over the Poincare group; then one defines 93(0) as
91(0) Λ 93, 0eJΓ. This construction depends upon the choice of a dense sequence
in IR4. In a dilatation invariant theory, the initial choice would reduce to that of a
single pair WE I.

Appendix 1

We make here more explicit the derivation of formulas (2.7) from (2.6). First of all
the representation u-^Ju of 5£ arises by differentiating a unique unitary repre-
sentation fife^0-»^eg(02) in (a) because of the existence of sufficiently many
analytic vectors [14]. Formula (c) clearly follows from 4 of (2.6). Finally 3 of (2.6)
implies (b) of (2.7) by the following argument.

Let δ'u be the generator of the one-parameter automorphism group of 93(jf )
implemented by exp(zJMf); then 5o(^ι) *s contained in the domain @(δ't) of δ'u [15]
and δ'u(F) = δu(F), Feg0(01). Since δu and δ'u are both closed operators and ^(fi^)
is a core for δu [as a derivation of 5(0^], we have ^(<5M)ng(01)C^(<5[l) and

. (A.I)

Let Fe^(δl)n^((91) be an analytic element for <5U, then (A.I) implies

eυ.juFe - iuu = eχp(U^) (F) = exp(ίλ<5J (F) = ocexp(iλu}(F) . ( A.2)

Since 5(^ι) is invariant for α, analytic elements in 5(0^ are dense in 5(0ιX hence
(A.2) holds for all Feg(01). Therefore (c) holds for all g in a one-parameter
subgroup of ^0, hence for all #e^0.

Note added in proof. By work in progress of D. Buchholz [18] assumption (iii) Sect. 1 can be derived from a
variant of the Haag-Swieca compactness criterion, expressing a local property related to asymptotic
completeness and to natural restrictions on the particle spectrum. Therefore interesting theories can be
described by semilocal nets of type I factors. On the other hand by [7] assumption (iii) excludes undesirable
models as most of the generalized free fields or the tensor products of infinitely many copies of any given
theory with itself. For further consequences see [7].
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